Objective: The P300 event-related potential shows anterior P300 increases on NoGo tasks (target stimulus ¼ withhold response) relative to Go tasks (target stimulus ¼ commit response). This 'NoGo anteriorization' has been hypothesized to reflect response inhibition. However, silent-count tasks show similar P300 anteriorization. The P300 anteriorization on silent-count tasks relative to Go tasks cannot reflect inhibition-related processes, and questions the degree to which anteriorization observed on NoGo trials can be ascribed to response inhibition. Comparison of anteriorization between the silent-count and NoGo tasks is thus essential. P300 topography on NoGo and silentcount tasks has not been previously compared.
Introduction
During the widely used oddball task, P300 is elicited while subjects actively monitor trains of stimuli for the occurrence of an infrequent target stimulus. Subjects indicate the detection of low-probability targets by either verbal report (silent-counting task) or overtly indicating the presence of the target typically by button-pressing (a Go task). To avoid motor contamination coincident with P300 from button pressing, subjects might also indicate target detection by making an overt response to the standard, nontarget stimuli and withhold responses to the target stimuli (a NoGo task). NoGo P300 on auditory oddball tasks has been little studied.
Yet, Go -NoGo paradigms have been widely used in behavioral studies of response selection and inhibition, and several studies have compared P300 between the active response of Go trials and the withholding of a response on the NoGo trials. Most of these studies have used visual stimuli, either equiprobable Go and NoGo stimuli (e.g. Kiehl et al., 2000; Pfefferbaum et al., 1985; Yong-Liang et al., 2000) or visual Continuous Performance Tests (e.g. Fallgatter et al., 1999; Tekok-Kilic et al., 2001) . For auditory stimuli, Simson et al. (1977) reported P300s elicited in an S1 -S2 CNV-type task with equiprobable Go and NoGo tones. Regardless of stimulus modality, one effect on P300 has been consistently reported across tasks. The NoGo P300 shows a more anterior distribution relative 
